The changing paradigm of chronic lymphocytic leukemia management.
B cell-chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), the commonest adult leukemia in western world, is today most often diagnosed at early-stage, following the accidental detection of lymphocytosis during a routine blood analysis. Moreover, the expectations of CLL patients have dramatically changed in the past decade and for the first time a significant overall survival improvement has been demonstrated in the disease--at least in the younger and fit patients--with the use of the FCR regimen, which combines rituximab fludarabine and cyclophosphamide. New drugs and new regimens are currently being developed for the relapsed patients and for those too old or too frail to receive aggressive treatments. Some of these promising compounds will likely be part of the future front-line treatments. Additionally, the increasing knowledge on the molecular features that predict the clinical outcome may soon result in a molecular classification of the disease. These acquisitions are producing a migration from palliative care to a curative and individually-tailored approach. In this review we tried to summarize the advances achieved in the past decade and help the specialists in internal medicine and the general practitioners to understand the completely changed scenario in which the disease should nowadays be managed.